
new hitachi Cp-x6xx series LCD projectors designed to simplify ownership and operation  
 

Hitachi CP-X605 and CP-X608 projectors offer leading performance features including 4000 ANSI lumen 
brightness and 1000:1 contrast ratio in a new easy maintenance, high reliability chassis 

Hitachi Digital Media Group today announced the launch of the new CP-X605 and CP-X608 LCD projectors designed for 
installation in medium and large presentation facilities at corporate venues and educational institutions. As demanded by 
such professional environments the new projectors offer the high performance and key features users have come to 
expect from Hitachi. Common sense design improvements have resulted in even better user functionality, ease of 
operation and maintenance. 

“Customers told us that they wanted installation projectors with no compromises in terms of performance but with a 
feature set that offered simple, cost effective and trouble free day to day operations. The CP-X6xx series is very much 
the workhorse at the high end of the Hitachi projector family, and is designed as an easy ownership solution that delivers 
exceptional performance and reliability,” comments Nick Rogers, Senior Manager, Presentation Products for Hitachi 
Digital Media Group. “For example, by reverting to simple manual systems for functions such as lens shift, focus and 
zoom in these installed machines we have done away with unwanted complexity that adds weight, cost and can cause 
problems in daily use.” 
A design goal of the CP-X6xx series was to improve projector maintenance with easier to use features such as the 
accessible lamp door on the top of the machine and the air filter on the side where it doesn’t trap dust regardless of how 
the unit is mounted. Maintenance is further eased with the inclusion of Hitachi’s network management software which 
allows users to control, diagnose, monitor and manage projectors through a simple browser interface from anywhere on 
the network or via email alerts. The CP-X608 has the added benefit of a wireless network interface to provide even more 
convenient access in addition to the wired RJ45 LAN connection shared with the CP-X605. 

Reliability of the new projectors has been improved not only by less complexity but specifically with the introduction of a 
high performance air filter. The new electro-statically charged filter is far more effective than conventional urethane filters 
in ensuring that dust particles do not accumulate on critical areas of the projector including the lens mechanism, even 
when operating in dusty or polluted environments.  

Flexible installation into venues including meeting rooms and conference rooms is aided by the vertical and horizontal 
manual lens shift and a range of four optional lenses with bayonet style fittings that facilitate a range of throw distances 
from 1.8m to 14.8m when projecting a 100” screen surface.  

High Performance 

“Easy operation and maintenance count for nothing if a projector does not offer the level of performance demanded by 
its users,” continues Nick Rogers. “With a brightness of 4000 ANSI lumens and a contrast ratio of 1000:1 these two 
projectors deliver XGA images and video of the highest quality. By using an active iris, as used in our high end home 
cinema projectors, to boost image contrast in certain conditions together with features such as progressive scan we 
continue our commitment to offer customers the highest quality projection solutions.” 

User presentations are further enhanced by the quiet operation of both projectors – only 33dB in whisper mode, and the 
high output speakers. 

Availability 

The Hitachi CP-X605 will be available across Europe from June 2006 with the CP-X608 following in September 2006. 

 


